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Context. The Southern Photometric Local Universe Survey (S-PLUS) is a survey which will map 8000 square degrees of the southern skies in 12 bands (5 sloan-like and 7 narrow bands over the main stellar features). This system will allow more precise estimations of photometric redshifts 

of nearby galaxies than ever achieved, which, in turn, will lead to good cluster membership determinations and a more accurate derivation of luminosity functions at z=0.

Aims. The main goal of the project is to apply different methods of finding clusters of galaxies in a mock catalog of S-PLUS. Then, we will determine photo-z’s for galaxies in a certain area of S-PLUS and the cluster selection will be used on real data.

Methods. There are a few methods to find galaxy clusters in the sky as Voronoi Tesselation, Bayesian Cluster Finder and the Redmapper technique. We will apply some of these methods and compare with each other. We are first testing the Bayesian Cluster Finder technique to a S-PLUS 

mock catalog and then we will apply to real data. The goal is to apply this method in a general way. It should then be possible to change the code (the priors, the cutting radius and cutting densities) according to the object of study to apply to different scenarios. The test of several priors will 

be done, such as the use of the presence of a red sequence and of a brightest cluster galaxy in the system.
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In an era of great technological advancements and Big Data, it has been necessary to deal with large amounts of data, in 

particular, in astronomy. In this context, photometric redshift surveys have provided or will provide multi-color information 

for millions of galaxies, through, e.g. SDSS, Pan-STARRS, DES, LSST or J-PAS. Since photometric redshits (photo-z) can be 

obtained in an inexpensive and quick way compared to spectroscopic methods, they are a crucial tool for studies in modern 

astronomy.

The S-PLUS aims to map 8000 square degrees of the Southern sky with twelve optical bands using a new dedicated 0.83 

robotic telescope and an optical imager with a 2-square-degree field of view. The S-PLUS filter system consists of 5 broad 

and 7 narrow-band filters and the transmission curves can be seen in Figure 1. It has been designed to find low-metallicity

and blue-horizontal branch stars, high-z quasars, determine the physical properties of nearby galaxies and to map the large-

scale structure of the nearby universe. It has been shown (Molino et al. 2017b) that the S-PLUS photo-z estimates reach a 

precision of dz/1+z = 0.005 for cluster galaxies with magnitudes brighter than r < 17 and a precision of dz/1+z = 0.020 for 

galaxies with r < 19, this result can be seen in Figure 2.

These redshifts estimated by our group using S-PLUS data are (up to) a factor of 3 times more precise than other 

photometric redshifts surveys in the Southern hemisphere such as SDSS, DES or KiDS. These precise photo-z estimates for 

the local Universe provide to us the opportunity to review our knowledge about the local large scale structure, better identify 

members of galaxy clusters and to comprehend in a better way how clusters form and evolve. Furthermore, Molino et al. 

(2017, submitted) computed redshift probability functions (PDFs) for galaxies in 2 nearby galaxy clusters (A2589 e A2593), 

and they found that S-PLUS/J-PLUS photo-z PDFs are able to recover as members the entire spectroscopic sample and in 

addition to flag as much as hundreds of galaxies as potential new cluster members down to a magnitude rSDSS = 19AB. These 

results prove the enormous potential of the S-PLUS data to revisit memberships in nearby clusters of galaxies, leading to a 

more accurate derivation of luminosity or stellar-mass functions and a better overall understanding on the formation and 

evolution of clusters of galaxies.

METHODOLOGY

There are several methods to find galaxy clusters in the literature using optical data. There are three principal groups of methods to 

identify clusters of galaxies with optical data: considering the geometric distribution of galaxies, using the red sequence, or when 

characteristics (such as luminosity or density) are taken into account to model de clusters. In the first group are the Voronoi

Tesselation Method (Ramella et al. 2001; Kim et al. 2002; Lopes et al. 2004), Counts in Cells Method (Couch et al. 1991; Lidman & 

Peterson 1996), Percolation Algorithms (Dalton et al. 1997; Boltzler et ak. 2004) and FOF Algorithm (Ramella et al. 2002; Boltzler et al. 

2004; van Breukelen & Clewley 2009). The next group consists of the Cut-and-Enhance Algorithm (Goto et al. 2002), the Cluster Red 

Sequence Method (Gladders & Yee 2000; López-Cruz et al. 2004; Gladders & Yee 2005), Max BCG (Hansen et al. 2005; Koester et al. 

2007) and the C4 Cluster-finding Algorithm (Miller et al. 2005). Finally, the last group consists of a variant of The Matched Filter 

technique (Postman et al. 1996, 2002): Adaptative Matched Filter (Kepner et al. 1999), Hybrid Matched Filter (Kim et al. 2002), Simple 

Smoothing Kernels (Schectman 1985), Adaptative Kernel Method (Gal et al. 2000, 2003), 3D Matched Filter (Milkerats et al. 2010) and 

Surface Brightness Enhancements (Zaritsky et al. 1997, 2002). And yet in the last group, we have some techniques to find galaxy cluster 

at high redshifts (Eisenhadt et al. 2008), and some of them find clusters around radio galaxies (Galametz et al. 2009; Chiaberge et al. 

2010).

In this work, we will first apply the Bayesian Cluster Finder (BCF) technique, that will be first applied to a S-PLUS mock catalog and then 

to real S-PLUS data.

The Bayesian Cluster Finder (Ascaso et al. 2012, 2014a, 2015a, 2016) is a method to detect galaxy clusters using 

optical/IR data - the algorithm can use or not the fact that the cluster has a red sequence and a bright cluster 

galaxy (BCG). The BCF has being applied to several optical surveys as: the CFHTLS-Archive Research Survey 

(Erben et al. 2009), the Deep Lens Survey (Wittman et al. 2002), and the ALLAMBRA survey (Moles et al. 2008). It 

has been applied to mock catalogs as well, as J-PAS mock calalog (Ascaso et al 2016). The performace of the 

method varies according to the quality of the data.

Here we define a cluster by Ng, Rc, zc and its coordinates are (X,Y); such that Ng is the richness (or number of 

galaxies in that aperture), Rc is the cluster radius and zc is the redshift of the cluster. The galaxies are identified 

by their coordinates (xi, yi), their photometric redshifts zi, magnitudes mi, and spectral type ti.

The likelihood is the probability of observing galaxy data D if there is a cluster in (X,Y) with zc, Ng, and Rc. In other 

words, the likelihood can be understood as the product of the likelihood for each galaxy (x i, yi), with a redshift, 

magnitude and spectral type, if there is a cluster at (X,Y) with zc, Ng, and Rc; it can be written as the equation that 

follows.

We have to take into account the uncertainties on galaxy redshifts, that can be described by the factor:

Where pPDF is the redshift probability distribution function for each galaxy. The limits of the integral are set 

according to the quality of the data of the survey, and the errors related to the photometric redshift. If there is no 

pPDF available, we can assume that the distribution of the redshift is Gaussian (Dong et al. 2008), as the equation 

that follows.

The clusters have properties that can help us finding the likelihood, we call them priors. We can use as prior the 

fact that the cluster has the expected red sequence at that redshift. And we can use as well the fact that the 

cluster has a BCG, and that there is a relation  between the apparent magnitude of this galaxy and its redshift –

so, the redshift of the cluster.

To select the cluster candidates and remove interlopers, first it is necessary to determine a threshold probability 

to determine if in that region there is a cluster or not. One way to do it is to select only those galaxies that are 3σ

above the background. We then select only the galaxies with maximum probability over the threshold. Thus, it is

possible to make density maps with the galaxies that we chose, and determine clusters from the density peaks, 

and the center can be defined as the peak of the probability.  Moreover, it is necessary to take into account border

effects, that are caused from the fact that the density calculated in the border of the field is underestimated

because we do not take into account the galaxies out of the field, so this effect should be elliminated.

We used a mock catalog developed by Merson et al. (2013) to calculate the densities around each galaxy. We calculated the 

densities using photometric redshifts and spectroscopic redshifts. In the first one we calculated the number of galaxies inside 

a cylinder centered in the galaxy, with 5 Mpc of radius, and extension of zi < z < zf, in which zi = z - 0.01 (1+z) and zf = z + 0.01 

(1+z). Using spectroscopy, we calculated the number of galaxies inside a sphere of radius 5 Mpc. We found a Pearsman

correlation ~70% between these densities, as we would expect.

In the next step we are going to implement the PDFs, calculate the density maps and test the priors, then we will take into 

account border effects. After this, we will apply the method in real S-PLUS data.

Furthermore, this project plans to use other different methods to find galaxy clusters using S-PLUS data and compare with 

each other, as the Voronoi Tesselation Method. And as a parallel project, we are going to use WISE data combined with S-PLUS 

data to find high-z galaxy clusters as done in Getting et al. (2012), Stanford et al. (2014), Brodwin et al. (2015) and Gonzalez et 

al. (2015) using literature data (SDSS).

Figure 1: The S-PLUS filter system. The figure shows the final result of convolving the average curve for each filter with the atmospheric transmission, the CCD 

efficiency and the mirror reflectivity curve. The y-axis shows the resulting efficiency. The labels on the right show the colors of the curves corresponding to each 

of the 12 S-PLUS filters.

Figure 2: The photo-z performance of the S-PLUS filter system. Left: The figure shows an example of the SED-fitting for an early-type cluster galaxy. Inner-panel shows 

the PDF computed by the BPZ code. Right: the figure shows the obtained accuracy as a function of the cumulative r-band magnitude. Grey vertical bars represent the 

fraction of the galaxies per magnitude bin. Globally, this sample yields an accuracy of dz/1+z ∼ 1.0% with an averaged magnitude <r-band>=16.6 AB. A precision of 

dz/1+z=0.005 is obtained for the 177 galaxies brighter than magnitude r-band<17, showing the enormous potential of this technique to study nearby clusters (Molino et 

al. 2017).
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